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ABSTRACT  

Parallel computing systems compose task partitioning strategies in a true multiprocessing 

manner. Such systems share the algorithm and processing unit as computing resources which 

leads to highly inter process communications capabilities. The main part of the proposed 

algorithm is resource management unit which performs task partitioning and co-scheduling .In 

this paper, we present a technique for integrated task partitioning and co-scheduling on the 

privately owned network. We focus on real-time and non preemptive systems. A large variety of 

experiments have been conducted on the proposed algorithm using synthetic and real tasks. 

Goal of computation model is to provide a realistic representation of the costs of programming 

The results show the benefit of the task partitioning. The main characteristics of our method are 

optimal scheduling and strong link between partitioning, scheduling and communication. Some 

important models for task partitioning are also discussed in the paper. We target the algorithm 

for task partitioning which improve the inter process communication between the tasks and use 

the recourses of the system in the efficient manner. The proposed algorithm contributes the 

inter-process communication cost minimization amongst the executing processes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Parallel computing is used to solve the large problems in the efficient manner. The scheduling 

techniques we discuss might be used by an algorithm to optimize the code that comes out of 

parallelizing algorithms. Thread can be used for task migration dynamically [1].The algorithm 

would produce fragments of sequential code, and the optimizer would schedule these specks such 

that the program runs in the shortest time. Another use of these techniques is in the design of 

high-performance computing systems. A researcher might want to construct a parallel algorithm 

that runs in the shortest time possible on some arbitrary computing system which is used to 

increase the efficiency and decreases the turnaround time. Parallel computing systems are 

implemented upon platform comprise of the heterogeneous platforms comprise the different kinds 

of units, such as CPUs, graphics co-processors, etc. An algorithm is constructed to solve the 

problem according to the processing capability of the machines used on the cluster and mode of 
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communication amongst the processing tasks [10]. The communication factor is the highly 

important feature to solve the problem of task partitioning in the distributed systems. A computer 

cluster is a group of computers working together closely in such a manner that it’s treated as a 

single computer. Cluster is always used to improve the performance and availability over that of a 

single computer. Task partitioning is achieved by linking the computers closely to each other as a 

single implicit computer. The large tasks partitioned in the various tasks by the algorithms to 

improve the productivity and adaptability of the systems. A cluster is used to improve the 

scientific calculation capabilities of the distributed system [2]. The process division is a function 

that divides the process into the number of processes or threads. Thread distribution distributes 

threads proportionally according to the need, among the several machines in the cluster network 

[chandu10].Thread is a function which execute on the different nodes independently so 

communication cost problem is not considerable[3]. Some important model [4] for task 

partitioning in parallel computing system are: PRAM ,BSP etc.  

 

1.1 PRAM MODEL  
 

It’s a robust design paradigm provider. PRAM composed of P processors, each with its own 

unmodifiable program. A single shared memory composed of a sequence of words, each capable 

of containing an arbitrary integer [5]. PRAM model is an extension of the familiar RAM model of 

sequential computation that is used in algorithm analysis. It consists of a read-only input tape and 

a write-only output tape. Each instruction in the instruction stream is carried out by all processors 

simultaneously and requires unit time, reckless of the number of processors. Parallel Random 

Access Machine (pram) model of computation consists of a number of processors operating in 

lock-step and communicating by reading and writing locations in a shared memory in efficient 

and systematic manner[13].In its model each processor has a flag that controls whether it is active 

in the execution of an instruction or not. Inactive processors do not participate in the execution of 

instructions.  

 

 
 

Figure 1.PRAM Model Shared Memory 

 
The processor id can be used to distinguish processor behavior while executing the common 

program. The operation of a synchronous PRAM can result in simultaneous access by multiple 

processors to the same location in shared memory. The highest processing power of this model 

can be used by using Concurrent Read Concurrent Write (CRCW) operation. It’s a baseline 

model of concurrency and explicit model which specify operations at each step[11]. It allows 

both concurrent reads and concurrent writes to shared memory locations. Many algorithms for 

other models (such as the network model) can be derived directly from PRAM algorithms[12]. 

Classification of the PRAM model: 

 

1. In the Common CRCW PRAM, all the processors must write the same value. 

2. In the Arbitrary CRCW PRAM, one of the processors arbitrarily succeeds in 

writing. 
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3. In the Priority CRCW PRAM, processors have priorities associated with them and 

the highest priority processor succeeds in writing. 

 

2. PROPOSED MODEL FOR TASK PARTITIONING IN DYNAMIC 

SCHEDULING 
 

Task partitioning strategy in parallel computing system is the key factor to decide the efficiency, 

speedup of the parallel computing systems. The process is partitioned into the subtasks where the 

size of the task is determined by the run time performance of the each server [9]. In this way 

assign no. of tasks will be proportional to the performance of the server participate the distributed 

computing system. The inter process communication cost amongst the task is very important 

factor which is used to improve the performance of the system [6]. The scheduler schedules the 

tasks and analyzes the performance of the system. The inter processes communication cost 

estimation criteria in the proposed model is the key factor for the enhancement of the speed up 

and turnaround time [8]. The C.P.(Call Procedure) is used to dispatching the task according to the 

capability of the machines. In this model server machine is assume to make up of n 

heterogeneous processing elements using the cluster. Every processing element can run one task 

at a time and all tasks can be assigning to any node. In the proposed model subtasks communicate 

to each other to share the data, so execution time is reduced due to the sharing of the data. These 

subtasks assign to the server which dispatch the tasks to the different nodes. The scheduling 

algorithm is used to compute the execution cost and communication cost. So the server is 

assumed by a system (P,[Pij],[Si],[Ti],[Gi],[Kij]) as follows:  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Proposed Dynamic Task Partitioning Model 

 

The model comprises the existence of an I/O element associated with each processor in the 

system. The processing time may be executed with help of the Gantt Chart. The connectivity of 
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the processing element can be represented using an undirected graph called the scheduler 

machine graph [7]. The C.P.( Call Procedure) are used to assign the task dynamically. Task can 

be assign to a processing element for execution while this processing element is communicating 

with another processing element. Program completion cost can be computed as:  

 

 
Where:  

• Execution cost=Schedule length  

• Communication cost=the number of node pairs (u,v) such that (u,v)∈A and 

proc(u)=proc(v).  

 

2.1 Algorithm used for the proposed model:  
 

An optimal algorithm for scheduling interval ordered tasks on m processor. A task graph 

G=(V,A) and m processors, the algorithm generates a schedule f that maps each task v∈V, to a 

processor Pv and a starting time tv. The communication time between the processor Pi and Pj 

may be defined as 

 
 

• task-ready(v,i,f):the time when all the messages from all task in N(v) have been received 

by processor Pi in schedule f.  

• start time(v,i,f):the earliest time at which task v can start execution on processor Pi in 

schedule f.  

• proc(v,f):the processor assign to task v in schedule f.  

• start(v,f):the time in which task v begins its actual execution in schedule f. 

• task(i,t,f):the task schedule on processor Pi at time t in schedule f .If there is no task 

schedule on processor Pi at time t in schedule f ,then task(i,t,f) returns the empty task Φ. 

Its assume that (Φ)< (v) . 

 

2.2 Proposed Algorithm for Inter-Process Communication Amongst the Tasks:  

 
In this algorithm the task graph generated and the edge cut gain parameter is considered to 

calculate the communication cost amongst the tasks [9].   

 

 
gain edgecut= . newedgecut    ̸ ̸ ̸ ̸ old edgecut  

£.edgecut=old edgecut  £.edgecut=old edgecut  £.edgecut=old edgecut  £.edgecut=old edgecut  ----     new edgecutnew edgecutnew edgecutnew edgecut 
 

Where € is used to set the percentage of gains from edge-cut and workload balance to the total 

gain. 
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start  
task(i,t,f)←Φ,for all positive integers i, where 1≤i≤m and t≥0  
repeat  
let v be the unmark task with the highest out-degree in v  
     for i=1 to m do  
     task-ready(v,i,f)←max((start(v,f))+comm(proc(v,f),i)+1)+gain(i,j), ∀ vεN(v)  
             where gain(i,j)=€.gain edgecut+(1-€)gain balance  
    start time(v,i,f) ←min t, where(task(i,t,f)= Φ and t≥ task-ready(v,i,f) )  
 end 
for  
f(v) ←( i, start time(v,i,f)) if  
                        start time(v,i,f) < start time(v,j,f), 1≤j≤m, i ≠ j or  
                        start time(v,i,f) =start time(v,j,f) and  
n2(task (i, (start-time(v,i,f)-1),f) ≤  n2(task (j, (start-time(v,j,f)-1),f), 1≤j≤m,  i ≠ j  
mark task v until tasks in v are marked  
end 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The bigger €, the higher percentage of edge-cut gain contribute to the total gain of the 

communication cost.  

 

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In this paper, we proposed a new model for estimating the cost of communication amongst the 

various nodes at the time of the execution. Our contribution gives cut edge inter-process 

communication factor which is highly important factor to assign the task to the heterogeneous 

systems according to the processing capabilities of the processors on the network. The model can 

also adapt the changing hardware constraints. The researchers can improve the gain percentage 

for the inter process communication.  
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